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Title: I Kid You Not... It's in THE BOOK!

Hillery would'a made a
hell`a`va programer! Sheez...
good thang Billy G. and
Hillery didn't get together for
that back then... it'd still be
`95 all over us... so's no mater
where you stepped it'd be
there, it'd be the official IRS
program, you couldn't get
your return unless you placed
`95 on your forehead. Do
you suppose Hillery secretly
runs the IRS? Something to
think about huh!
I think Margaret
Richardson the acclaimed
IRS leader of old was a fake
name for Hillery, you know
the gal that wrote the dear
taxpayer letter for the 1040
people. Where you reckon
they got that number... 1040
that is...something satanic I
guess.
Anyway she said in her
fiction for the IRS that they
incorporated all the helpful
suggestions into the BOOK
they use this year. Can you
imagine this they claim you
can actually finish figering
your stuff for the IRS in
record time! What you
reckon that means, actually it
will be longer no doubt?

Looking at the "Estimated
Preparation Time" table, I see
I needed only 36 hours to
complete form 1040 with the
appropriate forms A, B, C, D,
E, and 4562, 6252, and 8582
and ... You get the picture? It
often took me several hours
alone, just to figure out the
mumbojumbo to get started...
or at least MY interpretation
of it. Wonder what would
have happened if they didn't
incorporate our suggestions.
Obviously they didn't take
mine seriously... or else
they'd'a known where to put
the whole shebang! If you
want to you can contact them
at:
http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/sc
rewu_docs if you got the
guts... I mean they already
got your `95 number and
everything else... best let
sleeping dogs lie... maybe...
"You must capitalize part
of the indirect costs that
benefit real or tangible
personal property constructed
for use in a trade or business,
or noninventory property
produced for sale to
customers. Then add the
amount on lines 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19
and 21. Do not include
amounts from line 5. If line 3
is more than zero, multiply
line 3 by 92.35%. Otherwise,
enter amount from line 3. If
you elected one or both
optional methods, enter the
total of lines 15 and 17 here.
Qualified nonrecourse
financing secured by real
property used in an activity

of holding real property that
is subject to the at-risk rules
is treated as an amount at
risk. Losses deductible
under the at-risk rules are
subject to the passive activity
rules, see PUB 925 for
special At-Risk and Passive
Activity rules. Subtract lines
32 from line 3. If zero or less
STOP: you cannot use this
form."
I kid you not... it's in THE
BOOK!
So what’s next?

